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Introduction 
The Stellar Imager (SI) is one of NASA's "Vision h. 
could enormously increase our capabilities for obse 
which will enable 0.1 milli-arcsecond (mas) spectra 
and of the Universe in general. The ultra-sharp imai 
astrophysical processes by transforming point sourc 
characteristic angular resolution of 0.1 milli-arcsecc 
hundred times over that provided by the Hubble Spz 
few exceptions - we only know as point sources, re7 
fundamental to astrophysics as the microscope is to 
magnetism in the Universe, particularly on magnetic 
enable long-term forecasting of solar activity and th 
program in the Exploration Era. SI will also revolut: 
habitability and climatology of distant planets, and ( 
Universe. Stellar 1mage; is included as a "Flagship 2 
Connection (SSSC) Roadrnap and as a candidate f o ~  
Division (EUD) Roadmap (May, 2005) and as such 
drawing of the current "baseline" concept for SI is s: 
Source of Acquisition 
NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center 
- 
- .- 
sions" - concepts for future, space-based, strategic missions that 
ng the Cosmos. SI is designed as a WIOptical Interferometer 
naging of stellar surfaces and, via asteroseismology, stellar interiors 
of the Stellar Imager will revolutionize our view of many dynamic 
into extended sources, and snapshots into evolving views. SI, with a 
!s at 2000 A, represents an advance in image detail of several 
Telescope. The Stellar Imager will zoom in on what today - with 
ling processes never before seen, thus providing a tool as 
: study of life on Earth. SI's science focuses on the role of 
:tivity on the surfaces of stars like the Sun. It's prime goal is to 
pace weather that it drives, in support of the Living With a Star 
ize our understanding of the formation of planetary systems, of the 
nany magneto-hydrodynamically controlled processes in the 
I Landmark Discovery Mission" in the 2005 Sun Solar System 
"Pathways to Life Observatory" in the Exploration of the Universe 
a candidate mission for the 2025-2030 t i m e h e .  An artist's 
m below in Figure 1. 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20070034890 2019-08-30T01:56:38+00:00Z
Science Goals 
FiDme 1: An artist's coficept ofthe baseline SI design, a Eizeau Interferometer with 20-30 
primary mirrors, which are mounted on formation-flying c'mirrorsats" distniuted over 
Most of us rarely give the Sun a second thought. We do not question apparent stability as we see it 
traverse the sky every day. The Sun is, however, a variable star. Its vari ciety by modulating Earth's 
climate. It also affects our technology, upon which we are becoming ev tions on the Sun dismpt 
communications; affect navigation systems; cause radiation harmful to beyond the Earth's 
atmosphere and to airline passengers traveling through it; and occasion to fail. The cause of this 
variability is the Sun's magnetic field. This intangible and unfamiliar fund 
convective envelope of the Sun by a process that we call the dynamo. The 
dynamo process in the Sun by observing magnetic processes in Sun-lik trophysical systems. That 
insight into solar activity will help us mitigate the effects of space we 
one-meter 
A parabolic 
Historical records show that the Sun can change its activity significantly; and downward (see Fi,pe 2 
below). Activity decreased, for example, for multiple decades during the 1 when Earth experienced the LittIe 
Ice Age. A sustained increase in activity - such as happened during the d Maximum - may cause a wann 
spell, and will be associated with an increase in the frequency of space sto in the ultraviolet radiation that is 
harmful to life on Earth. The dynamo is one of the truly large mysteries in sics. There is at present no model for a 
stellar dynamo that can be used to forecast the Sun's activity on the tim s to decades. We know that the 
solar dynamo operates throughout the outermost 200,000 km of the sol just below the convective 
envelope. The vastness of this volume relative to the smallest relevant complete numerical model. 
There is not even a generally accepted approximate dynamo model. In ee where most of the 
dynamo action occurs within the stellar interior, or which are the key 
virtiial surface whose diameter can be varied from 100 m up to as much as 1000 m, 
an-dar size of the target to be dbserved. The individual mirrors are fabricated as 
UV-quality flats and are actuated to produce the extremely gentle curvature needed to 
the beam-combining hub that is located &om 1 - 10 km distant. The focal length scales 
the diameter of the primary map: a 100 m diameter array corresponds to a focal len,bth 
a 1000 m array with a focal length of 10 km. (Courtesy: K. Carpenter/NA&l) 
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What makes understanding the solar dynamo so answer involves two of the major developments of science 
in the 20th century: a stellar dynamo involves non-local effects. Such a dynamo can exhibit 
fundamentally different properties even for in the processes involved. In other words: if a 
dynamo model does not incorporate all detail, it will not enable us to predict solar activity on 
time scales of years or more, or to in the distant past and future. In order to develop a 
dynamo model with predictive are involved, and which approximations are 
allowed. It would take the Sun using only observations of the Sun, 
given its irregular 11 modulations. The more efficient 
alternative is to test of the variable magnetic activity of a 
broad sample of the lower main sequence show 
on time scales of many decades. 
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Ei,@e 2: Solar activity and Earth's climate: the nature oft! e I& is yet to be understood, but &e 
Key to successfully navigating the route to a dynamo model is the realization that in order to 
understand the solar dynamo, we need a 
stars like the Sun, and compare it to 
breakthrough in our understanding 
activity patterns on a variety of 
differential rotation and 
sensitive dependences 
dynamo theory, and to validate the ultimate model. 
correlation suggests that solar activity somehow couples in.0 
Living With A Star init 
Direct, interferomekic imaging -the goal of the Imager - is the only way to obtain adequate information on the 
dynamo patterns for stars of Sun-like activity. methods that may offer limited information on spatial patterns 
on much more active stars fail for a Sun-like star: 
the Earth's climate system. (From the 
.ative) 
rotationally-induced Doppler shifts in such st too small compared to the line width to allow Zeeman-Doppler 
imaging 
the activity level is insufficient to lead to si speced changes associated with magnetic line splitting 
E rotational modulation measurements are 
ambiguities in the latitude distributions, sizes of spots, and cannot be used to understand the facular 
contributions in quiet regions that are g d dispersal and differential rotation. 
The direct imaging by SI of stellar activity will these problems. Equally importantly, the asteroseismic 
observations planned with SI will determine properties of stellar structure and rotation, thus directly providing 
cruc~al rnfonnation relevant to the physical operation of the dynamo mechanism. Imaging magnetically active stars and 
then surroundings will also provide us with an indirect view of the Sun through time, from its formation in a molecular 
cloud, though its phase of decaying activity, to its ultimate death beyond the red-giant phase during which the Sun will 
swell to about the size of the Earth's orbit (see Fi,we 3). 
Fi,me 3. The evolution ofthe Sun over a period of 10 billion years, from a proto-stellar disk to a red 
giant star. Magetlc actlvity plays a role from the formation of the star and its planetary system 
rhrough most of its main-sequence life. (Courtesy: K. SchrjverLMATC) 
A long-basehne lnterferoimeter in space will also benefit many fields of astrophysics. Imagine, for example, 
unprecedented Images of active galactic nuclei, quasi-stellar objects, supemovae, interacting binary stars, supergiant stars, 
hot rnaln-sequence stars, star-foming regions, and protoplanetary disks. Fi,-e 4 shows simulated SI results, assuming 30 
rnlrror elements d~strlbuted in a non-redundant pattern with the indicated maximum baselines. SI will produce images with 
hnndssds of t~rnes more detail than the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), which in turn will bring the study of dynamical 
evolut~on of many astrophysical objects into reach: hours to weeks between successive images will detect dramatic 
changes m many ob~ects, e.g., mass transfer in binaries, pulsation-driven sixface brigh-htness variation and convective cell 
structure m giants and supergiants, jet formation and propagation in young planetary systems, reverberating active galactic 
nucle~. and many others 
What Will Stellar &agey See? 
Mission Architecture 
The current baseline architecture concept (see and 5) for the full Stellar Imager (SI) mission is a space-based, 
W-Optical Fizeau Interferometer with 20-30 primary mirrors, mounted on formation-flying "mirrorsats" 
distributed over a parabolic virtual surface can be varied from 100 m up to as much as 1000 m, depending 
on the angular size of the target to be mirrors are fabricated as ultra-smooth, UV-quality flats 
and are actuated to produce the to focus light on the beam-combining hub that is 
located at the prime line5t~-1y-writh-thediameter-oE~ep~aryarray: 
a 100 m diameter array with a focal len,gth of 10 km. The hub 
and all of the Lissajous orbit around the Sun-EarthL2 
and major observing efficiency 
on the formation, depending on 
which metrology design option is chosen. 
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Further Information 
Additional information on SI and related technology development can be fo d at URL: http:/hires.gsfc.nasa.gov/si~. 
-I 
Please see the separate DU/EoC entry on Interferometry from Space for more eneral information on this topic and for 
information on other space-based, interferometric mission concepts. 
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